
Directions to Wardley Hill Campsite
Kirby Cane, Norfolk

From London

Take the M11 north, join the A11 and then the A14 towards Bury St.Edmunds.
Take exit 43 off the A14 and join the A134 at the roundabout at the bottom of the slip road. At 
the next roundabout take the second exit for the A143 and follow this to Diss.

Alternatively take the A12 to Ipswich. At the Copdock interchange follow the A14 north to junc-
tion 51, take the 2nd exit at the roundabout and follow the A140 to Diss

From Diss follow the A143 signed Great Yarmouth to Harleston then Bungay. As you arrive 
outside Bungay you will pass under a footbridge, continue on the A143 over the next two round-
abouts. The next village you will come to is Ellingham. As you enter the 50mph speed limit you 
want to take the second left signed Wardley Hill. 

Follow Wardley Hill Road all the way to the top past the houses. The Campsite drive will be on 
your right.

From the North

From the M6 or M1 pick up the A14 at the fancy new Catthorpe junction and follow to Bury 
St.Edmunds. Use the above instructions from there.

From the A1 you can continue to the A14 and follow the above instructions or take the A17 at 
Newark. Follow the A17 to King's Lynn where you will pick up the A47 to Norwich. Once on 
the Norwich southern bypass you need to pick up signs for Great Yarmouth or Lowestoft and 
take the A146 to Loddon. As you pass Loddon you need to take a right next to an electricity pi-
lon signed Stubbs Green. This is Bungay Road, follow for 2.7 miles and take a left onto Brick 
Kiln Road signed for Ellingham and Kirby Cane. At the end of the road go straight over the 
crossroads on to Wardley Hill Road. We are the drive on your left after 300m. 

Sat Nav

If you use the postcode NR35 2PQ this will take you to the houses at the bottom of the hill. 
Please do not stop or turn around here. The campsite drive is at the top of the hill.

Google Maps

Use this link for the campsite: https://goo.gl/maps/fa3Gv9M628U2

Grid Reference & WGS84

TG 05400 44000                52.484899, 1.477563

https://goo.gl/maps/fa3Gv9M628U2

